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ABSTRACT
The emergence of large-language models (LLMs) that excel at code generation and commercial products such as GitHub’s Copilot has sparked interest in human-Al pair programming (referred to as “pAIr programming”) where an AI system collaborates with a human programmer. While traditional pair programming between humans has been extensively studied, it remains uncertain whether its findings can be applied to human-Al pair programming. We compare human-human and human-Al pair programming, exploring their similarities and differences in interaction, measures, benefits, and challenges. We find that the effectiveness of both approaches is mixed in the literature (though the measures used for pAIr programming are not as comprehensive). We summarize moderating factors on the success of human-human pair programming, which provides opportunities for pAIr programming research. For example, mismatched expertise makes pair programming less productive, therefore well-designed AI programming assistants may adapt to differences in expertise levels.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pair programming was first introduced in the 1990s as part of the Agile software development practice [9]. In its original definition, pair programming describes the practice of two programmers working together on the same task using a single computer, keyboard, and mouse. One programmer in the pair, the “driver,” performs the coding (typing) and implements the task, while the other programmer, the “navigator,” aids in planning, reviewing, debugging, and suggesting improvements and alternatives. Over time, pair programming has evolved and adapted to different contexts and purposes. Now, it is used in a wide range of settings, including education, industry, and open-source software development [5, 83].

Recent advances in code-generating large-language models (LLMs) have led to the widespread popularity of commercial AI-powered programming assistance tools such as GitHub Copilot [26], which advertises itself as “your AI pair programmer.” For pAIr programming, instead of two humans working on a single computer, it is the programmer and the LLM-based AI that work together on the same task. The shift in the paradigm raises the questions: Is the AI programming partner comparable to a human pair programmer? Are they applicable to the same contexts, can they achieve similar or better performance, and should people interact with them in the same way?

In this work, we delve into the current state of research on human-human and human-Al pair programming to uncover their similarities and differences, and we hope to inspire better evaluations and designs of code-generating LLMs as a pAIr programmer. We start by reviewing the application context, methods, and tasks for both human-human and human-Al pair programming literature (Section 2), then dive into fine-grained comparisons of their measurements of success (Section 3), as well as the contributing moderators, e.g., pair compatibility factors like expertise (Section 4).

We find that (1) prior work on both pair programming paradigms has observed mixed results in quality, productivity, satisfaction, learning, and cost, (2) pAIr programming has yet to develop comprehensive measurements, and (3) key factors to pAIr’s success have been largely unexplored.

Building on our exploration, we then discuss views and challenges of characterizing AI as a pair programmer, and elaborate on future opportunities for developing best practices and guidelines for human-Al pair programming (Section 5). First, we argue that moderating factors that bring challenges to human-human pair programming (e.g., compatibility and communication) unveil opportunities to improve human-Al pair programming. It can be promising to exploit the differences between a human and an AI partner (e.g., more customizable expertise level and more adaptable communication styles) to design for more successful human-Al pair programming experiences. Second, we encourage future research to explore the best deployment environment for
human-AI pair programming. While most human-AI pair programming works have focused on assisting professional developers, we hope to inspire more future works in the learning context (or, student-AI pair programming), and we highlight potential challenges involved.

2 CONTEXTS, METHODS, AND TASKS

Human-human pair programming originated as a practice in the software engineering industry [9] and then become a popular collaborative learning practice in classrooms [83]. Therefore, in this paper, we compare human-human and human-AI pair programming in both the industry and education contexts, as they are the most common contexts.

We adhere to the original definition of human-human pair programming to closely resemble human-AI interaction on a single device. Other modes of interaction exist for comparing human and human-AI teams in programming tasks, such as computer-mediated collaborative learning [71] and distributed pair programming [19], but they are beyond the scope of this paper.

For human-AI pair programming, most current works have been evaluating Copilot using case studies (e.g., [12]) or experimental studies (e.g., [84]) with experienced programmers in the industry. Similar to human-human pair programming, researchers tried to mimic a realistic professional development environment in their task setup. For example, Barke et al. [8] invited 20 participants, mostly doctoral students and software engineers, to complete tasks such as developing Chat Client and Server. However, there is a lack of non-invasive field observation studies like what human-human pair programming studies have done [65, 75]. Few recent works have explored using LLM-based programming environments or Copilot with students. For example, Kazemitabaar et al. [39] used a controlled experimental study with 69 novice students from 10 to 17 years old working on 45 Python code-authoring and code-modifying tasks. However, existing works on human-AI pair programming are mostly in lab experiments, and there is still a lack of large-scale study [51] and classroom deployment [57, 87] as in the human-human pair programming literature.

When setting up comparison groups, existing pAIr programming works have been comparing the human-AI pair against human-human [35] or human solo (e.g., compare developers’ work when they use Copilot or the default code completion tool) [84]. No current study sets up a three-way comparison for human-AI, human-human, and human-solo.

Summary: In comparison to human-human pair programming works, existing pAIr studies lack realistic deployment in the workspace or classroom, and a larger sample size would also be desirable. Researchers of both pair programming paradigms use various study designs to examine what affects the effectiveness of pair programming. In Section 3 and Section 4, we compare the variables and measurements they used to further uncover what is lacking in pAIr studies.

3 MIXED OUTCOMES

Literature reviews of human-human pair programming have suggested various benefits as well as mixed effects. In the industry context, according to Alves De Lima Salge and Berente [5], pair programming improves code quality, increases productivity, and enhances learning outcomes. However, according to Hannay et al. [31], pair programming improves quality and shortens duration, but it increases effort, higher quality comes at the expense of considerably greater effort, and reduced completion time comes with lower quality. In the education context, pair programming brings benefits including higher quality software, student confidence in solutions, increased assignment grades, exam scores, success/passing rates in introductory courses, and retention [29, 52, 83]. All the reviews on human-human pair programming acknowledged that even though meta-analysis can show an overall trend and significant effect size, individual studies could report contradictory outcomes (see examples in Table 1).

For human-AI pair programming, existing works mainly focus on quality, productivity, and satisfaction, and already demonstrated mixed results in quality and productivity [8, 35, 84] (see examples in Table 1). Additionally, there is not enough research for a comprehensive review, so we cannot reach any conclusion on the effectiveness of human-AI pair programming yet. It is also hard to compare the human-human and human-AI pair programming literature, as they differ in what outcomes and measurements they adopt.

Therefore, in the top rows of Table 1, we listed the most common outcome variables in both literature (quality, productivity, satisfaction, learning, and cost) and some sample work to demonstrate the mixed outcomes and various measures. We elaborate on the variety of ways to measure some of the listed outcomes as follows.

3.1 Quality
In human-human pair programming literature, quality can be measured using defect density, perceptual effort measure, readability, functionality, the number of test cases passed, code complexity, scores, expert opinions, etc. [5, 70, 79].

3.2 Productivity
In human-human pair programming literature, duration, effort, and productivity are all types of “efficiency” outcomes that involve time and accomplishment. Productivity can be measured in terms of the number of completed tasks in a fixed unit of time, duration can be measured as the amount of elapsed or total time used to complete a fixed number of
### Table 1: Comparison of Outcome Variables and Moderators for Human-Human Pair Programming vs. Human-AI Pair Programming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Human-Human vs. Human Solo</th>
<th>Human-AI (Copilot)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>- significantly lower defect density for complex code</td>
<td>- vs. Human-Human: more lines of code deleted in next session (lower quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- no difference for simpler code [76]</td>
<td>- vs. Human-Solo: significantly improve correctness score and reduce encountered errors for novice students [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- significantly higher percentage of test cases passed [86]</td>
<td>- vs. Human-Solo: no significant difference in task success [63] or task success rate in given time [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>- significantly fewer lines of code per person hour writing</td>
<td>- vs. Human-Human: more lines of added code [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- no significant difference writing more complex code [76]</td>
<td>- vs. Human Solo: 55.8% reduction in completion time [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 29% shorter time to complete task (pair speed advantage = 1.4) [60]</td>
<td>- vs. Human Solo: significantly increase task completion and reduce task completion time for novice students [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>- higher self-ratings of satisfaction [70]</td>
<td>- vs. Human Solo: higher self-ratings of satisfaction [12, 37, 84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- students with greater self-confidence and self-efficacy less enjoy the pair programming experience [81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>- higher grades, exam scores [57], and retention [52]</td>
<td>- vs. Human Solo: no significant difference in immediate and retention post-test performance of novices, students with more prior experiences have more learning gains from AI code generator [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- significantly higher gains in exam performance in female students than male students [47]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>- increased management workload to match, schedule a pair, resolve collaboration conflict, assess individual contributions, etc. [4]</td>
<td>No experiment yet. Bird et al. [12], Vaithilingam et al. [84] hypothesized that human-AI may lead to more unnecessary debugging vs. Human Solo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- reduced teaching staff workload (grading one assignment from a pair) [86]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderators</th>
<th>Human-Human vs. Human Solo</th>
<th>Human-AI (Copilot)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Types &amp; Complexity</td>
<td>Complex task improve quality, simple one does not [76]; debugging is perceived as less enjoyable or effective than comprehension or refactoring [16]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility (E.g., Expertise)</td>
<td>Random pairing led to incompatible partners and conflicts during work [57]; Expertise: improve quality more effectively if pair is similarly skilled [70]; less-skilled students learn more and enjoy more [16, 47]; if knowledge gap is large, less-skilled programmers may tend to be more passive and disengaged [17]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Conversations with intermediate-level details contribute to pair programming success [24]; different types of discourse lead to more attempts or more debug success [55]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Over-reliance leads to conflicts and impedes satisfaction and learning, as work is entirely burdened on one partner [57, 87]; educators recommend regular role-switching to ensure equitable learning in collaboration [83]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Scheduling difficulties [11], teaching &amp; evaluating individual responsibility and accountability are important to collaboration success [67], but can lead to increased management costs [4, 79]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tasks to a certain standard, and effort can be measured as twice the duration, the person-hours required, etc. [5]. We use productivity as an aggregated outcome variable of different measures, for consistency with the human-AI literature.

In current human-AI works, some measures are arguably too simplified as evaluation metrics, for example, Imai [35] used the number of lines of added code as the measure of productivity; however, the nature of interaction with Copilot (tab to accept suggestions) is likely to contribute to more added lines in the human-Copilot condition, and how valid would it represent the notion of productivity is questionable.

Note that some researchers have examined programmers’ perceived productivity when working Copilot and found that it most strongly correlated with the general acceptance rate of AI-generated code [90]. This is not included in Table 1 to stay consistent with the human-human pair programming literature, as perceived productivity is a different measure than actual productivity.

#### 3.3 Learning

In human-human pair programming literature, learning can be assessed by quantitative measures such as assignment grades, exam scores, passing rate, and retention rate, or qualitative measures of higher-order thinking skills [29, 52, 83].

#### 3.4 Cost

In terms of cost, there is the observation that participants faced challenges in understanding and debugging Copilot’s generated code, which leads to the hypothesis that human-AI pair programming could cost additional efforts and hinder programmers’ task-solving effectiveness [12, 84]. However, Dakhel et al. [21] shows that although Copilot’s code could be less correct than human code, its bugs are easier to debug than human errors. There is currently no work that experimentally characterizes the costs of human-AI pair programming.
4 MODERATORS

In search of the explanations of the cost-benefit of human-human pair programming experiences, researchers have found moderators such as task type & complexity [31], compatibility factors like expertise [6, 67], communication [17, 24, 65], collaboration factors like over-reliance and role-switching [30, 70, 87], and logistics difficulties including scheduling and training [11, 31] (as shown in the bottom rows of Table 1).

These key factors influence the success of human-human pair programming. If they work well, pair programming helps programmers catch errors more easily, solve problems more quickly, review code more thoroughly, and produce overall higher-quality code; it also promotes knowledge sharing among team members, which can lead to a more cohesive and effective team. If not, challenges such as scheduling and finding suitable pairs with compatible working styles usually result in a low cost-efficiency in pair programming, and slow down the development process if there are conflicts or disagreements between pair partners [11, 18].

For human-AI pair programming’s moderators, much was unexplored – we do not know what could make human-AI pair programming more or less effective. Therefore, in this section, we discuss the key moderators that are examined in the human-human pair programming literature, and individual examples of moderating effects are provided in Table 1.

4.1 Task Types & Complexity

For task type and task complexity, Chaparro et al. [16] found that debugging tasks lead to less satisfaction and perceived efficacy compared to comprehension and refactoring tasks. Hannay et al. [31] found that the duration is shorter for low complexity tasks, at the expense of lower quality results, and quality is higher when complexity is higher, but it requires considerably greater effort. Arisholm et al. [6] found that the moderating effect of complexity also depends on the expertise of the pair, where “benefits of correctness on complex system apply mainly to juniors, whereas the reductions in duration to perform the tasks correctly on the simple system apply mainly to intermediates and seniors.”

4.2 Compatibility

Salleh et al. [70] listed multiple factors for pair compatibility, such as personality, perceived skills, actual skills (expertise), self-esteem, gender, and work ethic. Thomas et al. [81] found that paired students with similar self-confidence levels produce their best work. Hannay et al. [30] found that Big Five personality traits only have modest predictive value on pair programming performance, and expertise, task complexity, and country have stronger prediction power in comparison. There also seems to be evidence that women benefit from pair programming more than men do [29, 67].

Expertise as a compatibility factor has been extensively studied in the human-human pair programming literature. For example, researchers found that a student pair performs the best when their expertise is similar [70] and students preferred to be paired with similarly skilled partners [16]. However, in industry, Jensen [36] reported that when both members were near the same capability level and strongly opinionated, the collaboration was counter-productive and troublesome.

In the introductory programming context, Lui and Chan [45] found that pairing up novices results in a larger improvement in productivity than pairing up experts. However, there are concerns about the risk of “the blind leading the blind” if they don’t have an expert to consult with [4]. Researchers also found that less-skilled students learn and enjoy more than more-skilled students in pair programming [16, 47]. However, when the knowledge gap is too large, students can be less satisfied and the benefits of quality may be smaller [60]. Chong and Hurlbutt [17] reported that a novice programmer collaborating with an expert may become disengaged, have lower self-esteem, and be afraid of slowing down or annoying their more-skilled partner [4].

4.3 Communication

According to Freudenberg et al. [24], “the key to the success of pair programming [is] the proliferation of talk at an intermediate level of detail in pair programmers’ conversations.” Researchers also found that pair programming eliminates distracting activity and enables programmers to focus on productive activity [75], which could be why engaging communications contribute to the success of pair programming. Murphy et al. [55] used transactive analysis to break down communication by different types of transactions, and they found that attempting more problems associated with more completion transactions and debugging success correlated with more critique transactions. Some other works pointed out the social support aspect of communication [17] and an explanation effect where the verbalization of the thought process makes it clearer [12].
In human-human pair programming, programmers spend about 1/3 of the time primarily focusing on communication [65], which forces them to concentrate, rationalize, and explain their thoughts [31, 75]. In human-AI pair programming, Mozannar et al. [53] has shown that an analogous 1/3 amount of time is spent communicating with Copilot, such as thinking and verifying (22.4%) Copilot’s suggestion, which may be replicating the self-explanation effects in some ways, and prompt crafting, which takes 11.56% of the time. These activities are arguably efforts to understand and communicate with Copilot. However, there is no other human to co-verify the answers, and there is no study that evaluate the communicative nature of human-Copilot interaction as human-human pair programming.

### 4.4 Collaboration

How well partners collaborate have been important factors that affect pair programming effectiveness [4, 79], and cooperative behavior and positive interdependence are key to pair programming success [67].

Collaboration can fail in various ways in a human-human pair. For example, the free-rider problem, where the entire workload is on one partner while the other remains a marginal player, can result in less satisfaction and learning [57, 87]. In human-AI pair programming, educators are worried that easily available code-generation tools may lead to cheating, and over-reliance on AI may hinder students learning [10]. However, no study has formally evaluated it.

For human-human pair programming, there is a suggested collaboration pattern of role-switching – two software developers periodically and regularly switch between writing code (driver) and suggesting code (navigator), aiming to ensure that both are engaged in the task and alleviate the physical and cognitive load borne by the driver [5, 65].

Some researchers Freudenberg et al. [24] argue that the success of pair programming should be attributed to communication rather than “the differences in behavior or focus between the driver and navigator,” as they found both driver and navigator worked on similar levels of abstraction. Nevertheless, instructors still recommend drivers and navigators to regularly alternate roles to ensure equitable learning experiences [83].

In human-AI interaction, given Copilot’s amazing capability to write code in different languages, some have argued that Copilot can take on the role of the “driver” in pair programming, allowing a solo programmer to take on the role of the “navigator” and focus on understanding the code at a higher level [35]. However, while it is possible for humans to offload some API lookup and syntax details to Copilot, humans still need to jump back into the driver’s seat frequently and fluidly switch between the thinking and writing activities [53]. It is ultimately the human programmer’s sole responsibility to understand code at the statement level [72].

### 4.5 Logistics

Logistical challenges, including scheduling difficulties, teaching and evaluating collaboration for the pair, and figuring out individual accountability and responsibility [4, 79], can add to the management cost of human-human pair programming.

In human-AI pair programming, some may argue that the human is solely responsible in the human-AI pair [72], but the accountability of these LLM-based generative AI is still under debate [10]. There may be new logistics issues for the human-AI pair, such as teaching humans how to best collaborate with Copilot. There could also be unique challenges as in every human-AI interaction scenario, such as bias, trust, and technical limitations – much to be explored. More study would be needed to empirically and experimentally verify the moderating effects of different variables in human-AI pair programming.

**Summary:** Human-human pair programming literature have found moderators including task type & complexity, compatibility, communication, collaboration, and logistics. However, there is a lack of in-depth examination of potential moderating effects in current pAIr works.

## 5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

### 5.1 LLM, Your pAIr Programmer?

Before the occurrence of LLM-based tools that claim to be “your AI pair programmer” [26],” people have already been developing AI-powered systems to assist programmers, such as code completion tools (e.g., Tabnine), code refactoring and formal verification systems, and code synthesis and debugging tools. The evaluation focus has mostly been on usability design, cost-efficiency, and productivity [53, 56], but not on the feasibility of using these AI-assisted programming tools as the pair programming partner.

With recent advancements in generative LLM technologies, commercial AI tools like Copilot which are capable of offering real-time code suggestions and feedback beyond auto-completion seem to have a closer resemblance to a pair programming partner [12]. Many studies have evaluated and critiqued Copilot’s ability to generate correct, efficient [21, 58], secure [7, 62], readable [3], and verifiable [88] code. Without doubt, Copilot generates defects and errors in its suggested code, but humans are far from error-free either. A programmer cannot be and does not need to be perfect to bring benefit into the pair programming experiences, but would Copilot be qualified as a programming partner?
In answering this question, researchers start to look into the interaction dynamics between programmers and the claimed AI pair programmer. Some researchers argue against the characterization of AI-assisted programming as pair programming. They believe that the analogy to human-AI pair programming is rather superficial, as what makes human-human pair programming effective (e.g., productive communication) disappear in human-AI pair programming. According to Sarkar et al. [72], “LLM-assisted programming ought to be viewed as a new way of programming with its own distinct properties and challenges.”

We used the phrase “human-AI pair programming” in this paper, simply because we adopt the definition of pair programming that a pair work on the same device and the same task, so we can conveniently compare human and AI as a pair programming partner. As reviewed in Section 3 and Section 4, Copilot and a human partner share a lot of similar outcomes in pair programming, but the moderators for human-AI pair programming are less examined. We believe that this comparison is meaningful in that it helps us derive insights to keep improving LLM-based programming tools.

Note that in this paper, we mostly covered studies using the VSCode Extension Copilot. Tools like ChatGPT may support the communication aspect better than Copilot [82], and there are also Bard developed by Google [27] and an experimental version of Copilot Labs by Github [25], which support more functionalities such as fix bug, clean, and customizable prompts. Those tools may already improve the human-AI pair programming interaction in some ways, so future studies could also compare across a variety of LLM-based programming tools.

There is another challenge to describing AI as a pair programmer, following the debate on anthropomorphizing user interfaces [74] and ongoing discussion as AI demonstrates increasing capabilities to replicate human behaviors [43, 80]. The concern is that anthropomorphized AI could mislead designers and deceive users, impede user agency and responsibility, have deeper ethical and social risks, and may not be more effective anyways.

However, in educational literature, researchers have been trying to make agents provide naturalistic and human-like interactions with students, using teachable agents [13, 59], pedagogical agents [44, 46, 49], conversational agent [69, 71], etc. Kuttal et al. [41] explored the trade-off of using a human vs. AI agent as the pair programming partner. They found that human-human and human-AI led to similar productivity, code quality, and self-efficacy results, and students “trusted and showed humility towards agents.” They also found that AI agents successfully facilitated knowledge transfer while failing at providing logical explanations or discussions.

Those anthropomorphized agents mostly seem to be effective in improving learning and motivation [32, 73]. Some explained the effects using social agency theory [49], cognitive load theory [44], and social cues related multimedia learning principles [48]. How well can we apply these theories to LLM-supported AI agents, and what’s different in industry versus educational context would be interesting to explore. More works are welcomed to create a shared vocabulary for this field.

5.2 LLM, A Better pAIR Programmer?

As reviewed in Section 3, previous literature has explored a variety of measures to evaluate different aspects of human-human pair programming, while the current exploration in human-AI pair programming is quite limited. Murillo and D’Angelo [54] have proposed evaluation metrics for LLM-based creative code writing assistants in software engineering. More works could use more valid measures in the human-human pair programming literature to explore how to best help humans and LLM-based AI programming assistant collaborate together. It would also be interesting to have a study setup with three conditions – human-human, human-AI, and human solo – working on the same task.

Previous literature suggested some key factors in the success of human-human pair programming, as summarized in Table 1. These moderators that cause challenges for human-human pair programming may yield opportunities to explore in human-AI pair programming (Table 2). For example, self-efficacy can lead to a difference in satisfaction [81] and gender can lead to a difference in learning [47], do these compatibility moderators influence pAIR too? Can we improve pAIR outcomes using insights derived from human-human literature (e.g., simulate an AI partner with similar self-efficacy levels and the same gender)? Therefore, in general, we can ask the following questions for future works: Could these factors be implemented for human-AI pair programming? Would they make human-AI pair programming more effective, less effective, or have no influence, and why?

Task Types & Complexity. As we know from the human-human pair programming literature, a good collaborative task of the right complexity is important, but creating or choosing such tasks can be difficult. Meanwhile, LLMs help educators efficiently generate instructional materials such as questions [85], question-answers [40], feedback [20], and hints [61], which could be of similar quality as human-authored content. There is also work that suggested the preliminary success in using LLM to break down problems into sub-questions [78]. Therefore, based on the insight from human-human pair programming literature and the known capacities of LLM, there is an open question to explore in human-AI pair programming: can LLM be configured to generate a task type with collaborative learning goals and customize task complexity for a programmer?
Table 2: Challenges in Human-Human Pair Programming Yield Opportunities for Human-AI Pair Programming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderating Factors</th>
<th>Human-Human Challenges</th>
<th>Human-AI Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task Types &amp; Complexity</strong></td>
<td>Hard to design suitable tasks of appropriate complexity level</td>
<td>AI may be used to generate collaboration tasks and adjust tasks complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compatibility</strong></td>
<td>Hard to find a similarly skilled or compatible partner</td>
<td>AI partner should adjust to human skill level and adapt to be compatible with different people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td>Hard to teach effective communication and constructive criticism</td>
<td>AI partner should support productive conversations and provide critiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong></td>
<td>Hard to teach collaboration and prevent free riders</td>
<td>AI should support positive social interactions and collaboration and avoid over-assist that eliminates human’s need to engage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logistics</strong></td>
<td>Hard to schedule and assess individual contributions in a pair</td>
<td>Scheduling is no longer a problem, but humans should be accountable and responsible when using AI-generated code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compatibility - Expertise. In terms of the compatibility factor expertise, the pair programming literature suggests that matching partners with a similar level of expertise may be the best in promoting productivity and learning [5, 16, 31]. Evaluation studies show that GPT3-based models can be an above-average student in a CS1 classroom [22, 68] and its performance gets worse when the code becomes more complicated [89]. GPT4 even does better at solving introductory and basic programming problems (although its correctness is still not comparable to a developer in practice) [14]. We can also purposefully generate bugs and let the models make mistakes [38], so potentially, we may create an AI partner with a similar skill level to novice students. Future works can examine how to configure AI to adapt to student’s skill levels and whether it will be effective or not.

Other Compatibility Factors. Researchers have explored how to let LLMs generate interaction based on a designed persona and reasonably replicate human behavior [1, 34], and in education, Cao [15] let LLMs interact with students while role-playing as different fictional characters to help reduce students’ anxiety and increase motivation. There are possibilities to personalize an AI partner with different personality traits or the other pair compatibility factors like gender, ethnicity, and self-esteem that Salleh et al. [70] proposed. Potentially, it can be used to increase programmers’ motivation and/or engagement, but how useful it is for human-AI pair programming is yet to be examined.

Communication. For communication, we know the social aspect of a conversation matter [17] and that some types of discourse could be more effective to facilitate debugging [55] in human-human pair programming. Therefore, since LLM-based tools such as ChatGPT are able to simulate social interaction, it would be interesting to explore if LLM can support different types of communication, can the different components of communication be replicated in an LLM-based programming assistant, and whether it is effective or not.

Collaboration. In terms of collaboration, it is frequently reported that creating smooth collaboration is challenging in both industry [11] and educational context [57, 87]. Given that the free-rider problem reduce pair programming’s effectiveness [57] and regular role-switching potentially alleviates the driver’s cognitive load and ensures balanced learning outcomes [5, 83], it would be interesting to explore if LLM-based AI can be configured to avoid over-help, support role-switching, and how to best support the human-AI pair to collaborate.

Logistics. Logistics-wise, the use of Copilot as a programming partner may have the special advantage of avoiding scheduling logistics, but there are also concerns of accountability that need to be addressed [12, 22]. In general, there will be ethical risks and social implications of using AI in pair programming at the workplace and in educational contexts, which needs deeper examination in future works.

5.3 LLM, Students’ pAIr Programmer?

As reviewed in Section 2, most current studies that evaluate the efficacy of Copilot are conducted with experienced software developers. If we estimate Copilot’s problem-solving abilities as an average student in introductory programming classes, evaluating its performance when pairing up with a professional software developer with much more expertise may not bring enough benefit to the professional. Therefore, working with LLM’s current capabilities, it seems like a student-AI pair programming setup would be the most
promising to explore, so the next question is: how should we best support student-AI pair programming?

**Re-prioritize programming skills.** Co-working with AI requires a special skill set, and future work could explore how to support students to better develop these crucial skills. Bird et al. [12] argued that the popularity of LLM-based programming assistants will result in the growing importance of reviewing code as a skill for developers. Nonetheless, in Perscheid et al. [64]’s interview, none of the professional developers remembered training on debugging at school. There is already rich literature on debugging and testing instructions [2, 50, 77], but logistical challenges like the lack of instructional time still exist [23, 50], and educators need to better prepare students with debugging and testing skills needed to work with unreliable AI.

**Integrate AIEd frameworks.** On the theoretical side, Holstein et al. [33] developed a framework to map ways to mutually augment humans and AI in education, for example, by augmenting interpretation, action, scalability, and capacity. Future works can use existing theories in the AI education space to improve the design of the AI pair programming partner, and further investigate if LLMs bring new focus and affordances to previous human-AI education frameworks.

**Support explanation and communication with students.** Previous attempts of using AI agent as pair programming partner have shown some preliminary success in knowledge transfer and retention [28, 69], and the limitation discussed was the lack of discussion and explanation [41]. Nowadays, as an LLM-based agent can support more natural interaction and provide good quality explanations in the introductory programming context [42], it would be interesting to explore if LLM-based AI could resolve some limitations mentioned in pedagogical and conversational agent works before. Self-reflection and explanation techniques may also be adopted to make up for the communication aspect as in human-human pair programming.

**Match expertise with students.** As discussed in Section 4, matching expertise is a tricky problem. Lui and Chan [45] found that expert-expert pair may not gain as much of an advantage over an expert solo programmer, in comparison to novice-novice pair vs. a solo novice. Meanwhile, pairing two novices together raise concerns of “the blind leading the blind,” but pairing a novice with an expert may lead to lower self-esteem of the novice [4]. Given all these complexities, when it comes to a student-AI pair and when we only care about the student’s learning gains, there are a lot of research questions to ask. If we have full control of the perceived skill level of the AI partner, should we configure it to be similar to the student, slightly higher-skilled, or a lot better? Would it be beneficial to have both a peer AI agent but also a tutor AI agent to assist if students get stuck?

**Avoid over-helping students.** For programming learners, it would be important to configure the LLM-based programming assistant to avoid over-help. In the few studies that examined novice interaction with Copilot [66] or a customized programming environment based on LLM-based code generation model Codex [39], Prather et al. [66] found that novices do have unique interaction patterns with Copilot and a tendency to rely on and trust the generated code too much. Kazemitabaar et al. [39] discussed design implications including control over-use and support complete novices. There have also been concerns about academic integrity and changing perception of learning when LLM-based programming tools become easily accessible to students [10, 66, 68], which need further explorations for student-AI pair programming.

**Boost students’ self-confidence.** Last but not least, pair programming has been shown to benefit students with lower self-efficacy and self-confidence levels [81] and women [47] more, which could make it a pedagogical tool to engage more vulnerable or underrepresented populations in CS. When an AI is introduced in pair programming, would the same benefit retains? How should we present the AI differently to make it compatible to students with different confidence levels? How do we mitigate the risks of unreliable but seemingly authoritative AI? LLMs may be an opportunity to address some existing challenges in student-student pair programming (as summarized in Table 2), but there are still a lot of open questions to ask.

### 6 CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed the concept of human-AI pair programming (pAIr programming). We found that both human-human and human-AI pair programming have benefits and challenges, but current research did not give us a clear answer on the efficacy of human-AI pair programming. Human-human pair programming literature yield insights on what study designs should pAIr researchers adopt (e.g., more realistic observations), what outcomes and measures should pAIr researchers use to evaluate their work (e.g., use more valid quality and productivity measurements, and further investigate cost), and what moderators should pAIr researchers consider to further analyze the pAIr process and improve pAIr design (e.g., compatibility, communication, etc.).

In conclusion, more valid and comprehensive measurements are needed to evaluate pAIr, more comparisons can be drawn between human-human vs. human-AI pair programming, and more works can explore how to best support LLM-assisted programming with insights from the rich literature on human-human pair programming.
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